
Dust Questionnaire 
 
What are the common components of household dust? 

● Skin flakes 
● Pollen 
● Pet hair and dander  
● Mould and bacteria 

 

On average, how many grams of skin does a person shed in a week? 
● 28g 

 

What kind of environment do dust mites thrive in? 
● Warm, dark and humid conditions 

 

On average, how many grams of skin does a person shed per night? 
● 2-3g 

 

What does the diet of a dust mite consist of primarily? 
● Human and animal skin flakes 

 

When people suffer from a dust mite allergy, what part of the dust mite are they actually allergic to? 
● Dust mite faeces 

 

On average, how many droppings does a dust mite generate a day? 
● 20 

 

On average, 1m2 of carpet can contain up to how many dust mites? 
● Up to 1000 

 

If disturbed, a dust mite and their faecal pellets can stay airborne and easily inhaled for up to how long? 
● Up to 30 minutes 

 

Dyson Microbiologist top cleaning tips  

1. Vacuum mattresses on a regular basis to remove dust mite allergen and skin flakes which dust mites feed on. Vacuum both                     
sides of the mattress with a vacuum cleaner with an advanced filtration to prevent the allergen being placed back into the room by                       
exhaust air. 

2. Wash bedding on a hot wash to destroy allergens. Washing the bedding on a 60°C or 90°C wash will help to break down                       
allergen (proteins) and reduce the amount to cause allergies.  

3. Wash or replace duvets and pillows to reduce the amount of dust mite allergen and skin flakes present in your bed. 
4. Remove dust from kitchen cupboard tops. This is an often over looked place that dust collects and through air movement can                     

be displaced into the kitchen air. Either remove with a vacuum with an advanced filtration system or by dusting with a clean                      
damp cloth or cleaning wipes. 

5. When dusting either use a clean damp cloth or cleaning wipes which traps the dust more easily or use a vacuum with an                       
advanced filtration system which will collect the dust. A vacuum cleaner with different attachments and suction is ideal for dust                    
round your home. 

6. Vacuum your home after dusting so that any dust that has been disturbed and placed onto the floor is removed and not                      
redistributed around the home by normal activity. 

7. Move furniture that can be moved and vacuum the places not often vacuumed, such as under the furniture. 
8. Vacuum the sofa and chairs regularly; these can harbour not only large debris but also dust mites, skin flakes and other                     

allergens such as pollen and food allergens. Wash any coverings and cushions to reduce the level of dust caught within them. 
9. A lot of dust can gather in curtains and blinds. Make sure vacuum them regularly or launder them if possible and practical. 
10. Remove dust from walls by dusting with a damp cloth or cleaning wipes or using a HEPA filtered vacuum. Dust on certain                      

wall types can contribute toward the growth of mould; if the room is humid and not well ventilated the dust can act as the nutrient                         
source for the growing mould. 

11. Clear kitchen sides and cupboards to deep clean. Use a vacuum with advanced filtration to remove dust and debris then wash                     
with warm water and detergent – make sure you follow up by drying all surfaces. 

12. Dust lights and light fittings. A lot of dust can gather in lampshades and light fittings which can burn on hot bulbs producing                       
VOCs and odour or be moved round the room by the production of warm air round the bulbs. 

13. Empty the fridge and freezer and clean all surfaces with warm water and detergent or cleaning product. Vacuum round                   
the back and under the fridge and freezer without forgetting the cooler element on the back as this will have the added benefit of                        
improved performance. 

14. Dust behind radiators; a hidden place often missed during normal cleaning. Significant dust collects behind the radiator and this                   
can be distributed round the room by the air flow produced by the warm air from the radiator. The radiator is not hot enough to                         
prevent bacteria from surviving and can be maintained viable in the dust contained behind the radiator. 

15. Deep clean cupboard, wardrobes, and drawers in the bedroom. This is a place rarely emptied and cleaned but dust and                    
fibres can accumulate in the very place you keep your clean clothes. Dust mites can live anywhere there is a source of food; so                        
wherever there is dust there is the possibility of dust mites. 

 


